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The incredible evolution of multimedia-capable
mobile devices (e.g. smart phones, netbooks
and tablets), as well as modern advances in
telecommunication networks and multimedia
technologies, has led to a number of research
efforts, dedicated to adopt advanced multimedia techniques, including content processing/
analysis, scalability issues and cross-layer
optimization methods for audio-visual services
support. A large number of content providers
support delivery of services, rich in multimedia
content, through sophisticated wireless network
platforms. Such services include real-time
digital audio-visual content, as well as streaming and tele-conference applications hosting
high definition video and audio of increased

quality. In addition, several wireless network
platforms support the provision of user-centric
applications, allowing mobile users to create,
manipulate and deliver their own multimedia
content, using handheld devices. However,
provision of high quality multimedia services
over mobile computing environments, introduces new challenges. The main challenge is
to provide mobile users satisfactory QoE, sustainable throughout a multimedia session. This
means that provision of sufficient bandwidth in
the network is required, while upper thresholds
of several performance evaluation networking
metrics, such as latency and jitter have to be
preserved. In addition, mobile networks suffer
from rapidly changing networking conditions,
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resulting to make challenging the provision of
delay-sensitive multimedia content. On the other
hand, mobile devices have significant limitations, regarding high energy consumption issues
and limited processing capabilities. Motivated
by further examining recent advances in this
field and satisfying the potential for ubiquitous
real-time multimedia services provision with
maximum-possible QoE, through sophisticated
mobile computing systems in the presence of
user mobility, this Special Issue aims at fostering dissemination of high quality research in
the field and present current and future trends
and directions, in terms of energy-efficient,
high quality multimedia services provision
over mobile computing systems, as well as
novel multimedia processing technologies with
emphasis on mobile applications.
Six (6) papers were selected, which were
reviewed by qualified anonymous referees according to the practices of this journal. These
papers cover a variety of important and challenging topics in the area of opportunistic systems
and address various aspects of infrastructures
and performance.
Jang and Lee investigate a QoS-constraint
resource allocation scheduling scheme to enhance data transmission for uplink SC-FDMA.
Authors’ three-stage approach uses a time
domain scheduler to differentiate user equipment (UE) services according to their distinct
QoS service requirements as well as frequency
domain scheduler to prioritize UE services based
on channel quality and modulation downgrade
of RBs allocation in order to enhance system
throughput. The proposed method is compared
to fixed sub-carrier dynamic resource allocation method and adaptive dynamic sub-carrier
resource allocation method and it was shown
that it outperforms the other two methods in
terms of throughput, transmission delay, packet
loss ratio, and RB utilization.
Kormentzas proposes an innovative
cloud-based technological bus, where the interconnected entities develop and share cloud

services such as farm managing, e-commerce
of agrifood products, automation tools for farmers’ administrative procedures, e-learning for
agriculture topics, information portal, social
networking for farmers, traceability services
and information tools for precision farming.
Mamun, Islam and Kaosar present two
versions of a secured key management scheme
adopted on cluster based topology of sensor
network. The proposed schemes use partial key
pre-distribution and symmetric cryptography
techniques, and shows high resilience to different security attacks.
Nomikos et al. propose and investigate
in-depth a model where femtocells’ and
relays’ complementary characteristics are
effectively exploited into femto-relays.
In turn authors evaluate the anticipated
technical impact of the proposed model,
through targeted simulation where results
are presented for a campus topology where
femto-relays are compared with classic
femtocells. Authors also discuss the related
open issues, such as signaling overheads
management, context-aware resource management, and business logic aspects, in
contrast with the femto-relay’s real market
penetration opportunities amid current and
long-term future trends.
Shiakallis et al. propose a Traffic-based
S-MAC protocol to increase the data exchange
and preserve the energy conservation, among
the nodes in mobile Ad-Hoc Networks. The
performance of the proposed protocol is
thoroughly evaluated, by conducting multiple
experimental results. The results verify the
efficient performance of the protocol and
indicate fields for further research and experimentation.
Sun et al. propose a new routing protocol
that exploits the transfer of CR performance data
from the Physical/MAC layers up to Network
layer in order to be used within the route selection algorithm. Authors define node mobility
and other factors and evaluate the performance
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of the newly proposed scheme via simulations
within CR MANET environments compared
to AODV and DSR.
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